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**Background and purpose:** Whereas traditional views of language processing in the brain have assumed that the language function is concentrated to a limited number of cortical areas (Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas), current knowledge points at a much more complex system of language and speech processing involving many brain areas, both cortical and subcortical. The purpose of the current study was to make an unbiased assessment of which cerebral areas are affected in first-ever acute ischaemic stroke patients identified as having language and speech impairments according to the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS).

**Methods:** Data from 34 patients with language and speech impairment, with a score of 1–3 on item 9 of the NIHSS, following ischaemic stroke were collected from the Lund Stroke Register. Magnetic resonance images acquired up to 20 days after stroke onset were used to create an overlap lesion image using MRcron software.

**Results:** The classical language areas, Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas, were affected in less than one-fourth of the patients. The most frequently affected region was a subcortical region—the left caudate nucleus and the adjacent corona radiata.

**Conclusions:** These findings contribute to the growing body of evidence that the basal ganglia have a crucial role in the control over language and speech processing.

**Introduction**

Stroke and consequential damage to the brain can cause disturbances in different language functions. Lesions to Wernicke’s area (the posterior section of the superior temporal gyrus in the dominant hemisphere) have long been known to impair language comprehension [1], whilst damage to Broca’s area (part of the inferior frontal gyrus of the dominant hemisphere) has been observed to impair the production of language [2–4]. However, in recent decades studies have shown that several other areas of the brain, including both right and left hemispheres of the cerebral cortex as well as subcortical areas such as the basal ganglia, are involved in language and speech processing [3,5–9]. Indeed, it has been proposed that different kinds of cognitive and motor processing that take place in the cerebral cortex are controlled by corresponding structures in the basal ganglia that are connected to the cortex by discrete neural circuits [10]. A model of language processing assuming this kind of connectivity between cortical and subcortical areas has been presented [11].

The aim of the current study was to make an unbiased assessment of the brain areas affected in patients reported to have difficulties processing language and speech as a consequence of ischaemic stroke. To do this, magnetic resonance (MR) brain images from patients included in a randomly selected
group of individuals with first-ever ischaemic stroke and a positive score for language impairment in the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) were evaluated.

Methods

Subjects
Thirty-four patients with a first-ever ischaemic stroke were included in this retrospective study which was approved by the Regional Ethics Committee in Lund, Sweden. Subjects' data were retrieved from a 2-year period of the Lund Stroke Register at Skåne University Hospital, Lund. The Lund Stroke Register includes all first-ever stroke patients in the local catchment area of Skåne University Hospital who have been referred to the hospital with a stroke [12]. The criteria for inclusion in the present study were as follows: (i) ischaemic stroke, (ii) written informed consent, (iii) diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DW-MRI) examination within 20 days of stroke onset and (iv) a score of 1–3 on item 9 of the NIHSS. The NIHSS is routinely used in the acute stage of patient treatment to quantify the degree of impairment caused by an ischaemic stroke. Item 9 concerns language functions, where a score of 0 represents no obvious language deficit and a score of 3 represents complete inability to speak or produce speech. It does not, however, further categorize the language deficit. Exclusion criteria were as follows: (i) no ischaemic stroke confirmed by DW-MRI or (ii) the patient was deemed comatose in the acute stage, thereby automatically being assigned a score of 3 on item 9 of the NIHSS. After applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 34 patients of an initial total of 925 patients remained.

Imaging methods
The structural MR images analysed in the present study were from scans carried out as part of a routine clinical investigation of the patients' strokes. All included patients underwent conventional MRI of the brain without contrast administration on a 1.5 T MR scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) with the sequences sagittal T2-weighted images (SE, TR/TE 4240/100 ms), axial fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) (IR, TR/TE 11 000/140 ms), axial T2-weighted fast field echo (FFE) (TR/TE 504/16 ms), DW imaging \( (b = 0 \text{ ms}, \; b = 1000 \text{ ms}, \; \text{TR/TE} \; 2255/55 \text{ ms}, \; \text{flip angle} \; 90^\circ, \; \text{acquisition matrix} \; 140, \; \text{slice thickness} \; 5 \text{ mm}, \; \text{slice distance} \; 6 \text{ mm}) \) or on a 3.0 T MR scanner (Philips Medical Systems) with the sequences sagittal T2-weighted images (SE, TR/TE 3000/80 ms), axial FLAIR (TR/TE 12 000/140 ms), axial T2-weighted FFE (TR/TE 504/16 ms), DW imaging \( (b = 0 \text{ ms}, \; b = 1000 \text{ ms}, \; \text{TR/TE} \; 2255/55 \text{ ms}, \; \text{flip angle} \; 90^\circ, \; \text{acquisition matrix} \; 140, \; \text{slice thickness} \; 5 \text{ mm}, \; \text{slice distance} \; 6 \text{ mm}) \).

Image interpretation
The MR images were reviewed by three of the authors, one of whom is an experienced neuroradiologist, and lesion location was determined by consensus. The identified lesions were defined on the DW sequences and were manually drawn on the ICBM 2009a Nonlinear Symmetric \( 1 \times 1 \times 1 \) mm T1-weighted template supplied by McConnell Brain Imaging Center (Montreal, Canada), using MRICron software [13]. For each patient, lesions on the MR image were drawn onto the closest corresponding slice on the template, using slices \(-40, -32, -24, -16, -8, 0, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 50, 60 \). An overlap lesion plot of all patients was created using MRICron. The method is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Results
Thirty-four patients meeting the criteria were identified. Sixteen were female and 18 male. The median age was 72 (range 20–77) years. The median time between onset of stroke and examination with DW-MRI was 3 days, with a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 20 days. The median time between onset of stroke and NIHSS assessment was 2 days, with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 15 days. The number of patients with a score of 1, 2 and 3 on item 9 of the NIHSS was 10, 8 and 6, respectively. The mean total NIHSS score was 6.1 (range 1–21).

In 30 of these patients, ischaemic lesions were identified exclusively in the left hemisphere. In two patients, ischaemic lesions were identified exclusively in the right hemisphere, and two patients had ischaemic lesions in both hemispheres.

Nine patients had lesions involving an area in the superior part of the body of the left caudate nucleus and the adjacent corona radiata. Amongst these patients, five had lesions limited only to the caudate nucleus and the adjacent white matter. There was no significant difference in average NIHSS scores (item 9 and total) between patients with lesions in the identified part of the caudate nucleus and those without. Seven patients had lesions involving the caudal part of the left superior temporal sulcus, which corresponds to Wernicke’s area and adjacent brain areas. Lesions in the proximity of Broca’s area were found.
in only two patients, one of whom had extensive lesions involving major parts of the left temporal lobe, including Wernicke’s area. The lesion focus did not overlap with any of the nerve fibre tracts involved in suggested dorsal and ventral streams associated with language processing, e.g. the superior longitudinal fasciculus, the arcuate fasciculus and the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus [14,15].

The overlap image representing all the patients’ lesions is presented in Fig. 2.

**Discussion**

Even though patients in this study had disturbances of language and speech according to the NIHSS item 9, lesions to the traditional language areas,
i.e. Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas, were identified in less than one-fourth of the patients. A somewhat unexpected finding was that the region of most convergence of lesions was subcortical, in the body of the caudate nucleus. Nine patients were found to have lesions in an overlapping area in this region. Although it has not been definitively established what specific role the caudate nucleus plays in the function of language, there is a growing body of evidence which points to its involvement in controlling cognitive processes [11,16]. Since it is known that there are fibre tracts connecting the caudate nucleus with frontal and temporal lobes, damage to this area could give rise to different kinds of language processing deficits [17]. Evidence from clinical neurophysiology has shown that the basal ganglia are specifically important for grammar processing [18]. Therefore, a crucial role in language processing might be in selecting between different grammatical patterns by enhancing activation of the most relevant pattern and inhibiting irrelevant ones [3]. Case studies have also shown that the caudate nucleus and the neighbouring putamen are involved in regulation of sequencing of articulation patterns for speech sounds [19,20]. Specific damage to the left caudate nucleus has been related to perseverative errors in speech in a study on aphasia by Kreisler et al. [8]. In another study by Robles et al. [16], electrical stimulation of the head of the caudate nucleus during a picture naming task induced perseveration (repetition of a previous word whilst the next picture was shown). Following the assumption [10] of two separate basal ganglia systems involved in cognitive and motor processing, respectively, Robles et al. [16] hypothesize that the head of the caudate constitutes an ‘epicentre’ of cognitive control including control over the language network, in particular selection/inhibition. Motor control, e.g. coordination of articulation, seems to be controlled more by the putamen. Stimulation of the putamen has been observed to induce dysarthria and anarthria [16]. Indeed, the basal ganglia have been assumed to be involved in selection of relevant motor programmes in general [21].

It might further be considered that the lesion focus in the caudate nucleus in the present study could be due to the fact that this structure is particularly susceptible to ischaemic injury, not only in patients who develop language impairments. A previous study found that 24 of 102 (23.5%) consecutive stroke patients had lesions involving the striatum [22]. However, that study did not provide details on the frequency of damage to the different components of the striatum (e.g. the caudate nucleus). The occurrence of stroke involving only the caudate nucleus seems overall rather uncommon. In one register study [23], it was reported that patients with caudate stroke constituted only 1% of a total number of 3050 stroke patients (2450 ischaemic stroke and 600 haemorrhagic stroke). In the present study, at least nine of the 925 patients initially included in the investigation had lesions involving an area in the superior part of the body of the left caudate nucleus and the adjacent corona radiata. Of the 34 patients with language and speech impairments that were studied in detail, five (15%) had lesions limited only to the caudate nucleus and adjacent white matter. This finding thus provides reason to believe that the caudate nucleus does in fact play a role in the processing of language. Indeed, in Duffau et al.’s model [11], the caudate nucleus is assumed to play an important executive role in language and speech processing as well as in other cognitive processes. Its function is assumed to be ‘amodal’ – controlling language as well as other functions. Thus, the effects on language caused by lesions in the caudate nucleus could be due to impairment of basic functions that are necessary for fluent language processing but that are not necessarily language-specific. Although item 9 on the NIHSS is primarily intended to test language function, it cannot be ruled out that dysarthria may have biased our evaluation of this item. This may especially have been the case for the five patients who scored 2 on item 10 on the NIHSS, indicating severe dysarthria which can result in mutism/anarthria. Patients with lesions to the caudate nucleus received an average score of 1 for speech (mild to moderate dysarthria), and thus it can be assumed that at least some of them had problems with articulation of speech sounds. Moreover, as an anonymous reviewer has pointed out, it is not impossible that the language and speech disturbance in some of the patients studied here could have been affected by some more general cognitive deficiency such as abulia.

It should be pointed out that the lesion focus in the present investigation differs somewhat from that found in a previous study by Saur et al. [9] on language outcome after stroke. In that study of a group of 21 aphasic stroke patients with embolic left hemispheric infarctions caused by a middle cerebral artery stem or branch occlusion, a lesion focus in 12 of 21 patients was found in a rather extensive subcortical region; however, the region was situated more ventrolateral and frontal than that of the present study. The discrepancy between the locations of the lesion focus might be due to the fact that Saur et al. included only subjects with moderate to severe aphasia (score >1 in the Aachen Aphasia Test) whereas our study included all acute stroke patients who received a score for language and speech impairment in the NIHSS item 9. Another reason for the discrep-
ancy between Saur et al.’s study and the present investigation could be that Saur et al. used average data of normalized DW images to obtain their lesion focus. Anatomical differences between subjects might cause displacement of the localization of group effects when automated normalization is used. This is especially the case when brain lesions are present [24]. In the present study, however, the first author together with an experienced neuroradiologist identified lesions in each patient and manually located the corresponding regions in a standard brain. This is a time-consuming process but gives a possible advantage in the certainty of lesion localization compared to an automated procedure.

In view of the findings in our study, a follow-up investigation of the group of acute stroke patients with lesions to the caudate nucleus and neighbouring areas could be carried out to determine the scope of language processing impairments in these patients. On the basis of the results in the above mentioned studies by Kreisler et al. [8] and Robles et al. [16], one could perhaps expect that this group’s language might be characterized by problems with perseverations and even verbal paraphasias when the lesion extends through the white matter towards Wernicke’s area. Even dysarthria could be expected, particularly in the patients with damage involving not only the caudate nucleus but extending also to the putamen. Answering this and other more specific questions, however, would require more refined methods of selection and has not been the aim of this study.

Conclusions

The results of the present study indicate that the classical language regions of the brain, Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, might be less affected in patients with language processing deficits after stroke than might be expected. The most frequently affected region observed in the present study was instead a subcortical region, the caudate nucleus and the adjacent corona radiata. These results thus contribute to the growing body of evidence that supports the view that the basal ganglia play a crucial role in controlling language and speech processing in the brain.
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